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DHT commitment: Feb 2015 

1. To withdraw a significant % of remaining land outside the core estate from 
South Hams District Council's (DHDC) Our Plan process. 

2. To apply same aspirations and high standards of quality, design, building 
practice & sustainability to all new developments both on and off the core 
estate 

3. To discuss issues of tenure in future development projects, including 
affordable housing, self-build & co-housing 

4. To take a more pioneering approach to future development, capitalising on 
local talent to create beautiful, sustainable buildings & places 

5. To work in more creative & collaborative ways with the community 
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Since then… 

• Future Homes Conference jointly organised by Parish, TTT & DHT: inspirational 
people, thinking & projects  

• Successful Neighbourhood Plan Vision Day 

• Changes within Trust: departure of Chair (March) & CEO (May); new Chair (Liz 
Firth) & new trustees  

• New trustee committee: Placemaking & Community 

• New collaborative advisory groups being formed:  

    - DHT & Community Placemaking Steering Group: strategic framework           

    - DHT & Community Project Groups: individual projects 

• Quick win project: self build at Lane End? 



DHT finances  
• Longstanding viability problem: operational costs of estate have always been 

subsidised by family money or sale of assets  

• We are implementing our own ‘self help’ programmes to improve our own 
finances across all our activities 

• However this still leaves £1m structural deficit: 

    - £350k running large estate with 40 listed buildings and arts programme 

    - £300k grounds, gardens & conservation  

    - £350k final salary pension scheme (now closed)  

• Many previous attempts to put our own house in order including cost 
reductions & investing in business growth – have failed to resolve this 
structural deficit 



Local opinion 

• Trust inefficient or even profligate with funds: top heavy, overpaid, etc 

• Village has no influence over Trust's financial decision-making therefore not 
responsible for the current challenges 

• Village won't be the victim of Trust's financial problems and need to raise 
capital through inappropriate / over development 

• Trust needs to 'cut its coat according to the cloth' 
 

However…Trust's financial challenges are serious & require a solution if Trust 
is to avoid insolvency  

 



Does it really matter?  

What happens if Trust can't support itself?  
 

• Entire estate sold to purchaser/investor? For what uses? 

• Estate broken up and parts sold eg farm, buildings? 

• End of charitable activities, programmes & events? 

• Loss of (free) public access? 

• Loss of jobs? 

• Impact on local economy? 

• Loss of legacy? 



What is DHT doing about it? 

• Trustees & leadership team currently developing a new financial strategy (by 
end of 2015) this will include consideration of: 

    - What else can be done to cut costs & become more efficient? 

    - What activities can we grow & what do we have to stop doing?  

    - What is the scale of the remaining structural deficit and how can this be 
resolved? 

Potential solutions being investigated: 

• Working with investment partners eg Sanctuary  

• Major endowment to secure a sustainable future income streams – self 
build; eco-hamlet; land sales etc 



Endowment scenarios 

By way of example, an endowment (from land or fundraising) of: 
 

£10m will give a return of £300k/annum*  

£15m will give a return of  £450k/annum* 

£20m will give a return of £600k/annum* 

 

*Assume element of investment return reinvested to ensure endowment 
keeps pace with inflation 



Proposed strategy 

• Trust needs to raise a large capital sum for an endowment  

• Redevelopment of sites such as Aller Park & Higher Close likely to cost money - 
conservation deficit or demolition - although still worth pursuing  

• Trust's strategy therefore dependent on the development of land  

• Dartington Parish one of SHDC's strategic locations for growth under Our Plan 
process 

• Trust committed to withdrawing significant % sites from Our Plan but still 
requires significant development to secure its future: potential conflict with NP? 

• Trust has carried out initial assessment of options for withdrawal & multiple 
options exist: what are best criteria / principles for decision-making? 

• Is this the only approach? Is there a better alternative? 

 

 

 



New thinking… 

• Since Future Homes conference, initial ideas & discussions:  

  - potential of visionary eco-hamlet/s on Trust land?      

  - rethinking area between shops & Foxhole/Abundant Life? 

• Enthusiasm about place & pattern led approach promoted by Bob Tomlinson 

• Enthusiasm for ecological and social sustainability / resilience 

• Enthusiasm for different forms of tenure 

• Calibre of DHT & Community Place-making Steering Group and potential of 
strategic framework  

• Can Dartington become an exemplar for the future of rural development – the 
pioneer of a new type of settlement & approach? 
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Is a new approach possible? 

• Further feasibility work required on potential sites for eco-hamlet/s & area 
between shops & Foxhole 

• Dialogue required with SHDC, DCC, EH, on policy implications 

• Further discussion with NP Steering Group 

• Initial input & advice from DHT & Community Placemaking Steering Group 

• Implications for NP? 

• If this approach not feasible then focus will be withdrawing % of existing 
sites 



Conclusions & discussion  

• Trust will be transparent about its financial position, demonstrate its 
own house is in order & the scale of endowment required 

• There is real value in exploring new development options not currently 
identified in SHDC policy before determining which sites to withdraw  

• Subject to policy, a remarkable opportunity exists for great local and 
national minds to come together to shape a visionary master plan 
framework for the estate and village  

• If this option isn't feasible, the Trust will need to return to the existing 
route of agreeing which sites to withdraw – deadline end July 2015 

• If so, matrix/principles for Trust development? 

• How do these options fit with NP process going forward?  


